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“Star Diamonds Capture gets a new competitive twist with friends 

and foes multi player gaming options” 

 

25 October 2011, Helsinki, Finland, Star Arcade, www.star-arcade.com the global 

leader for multiplayer mobile gaming today announced the launch of Star Diamonds 

Capture 2.0 the latest version of its best selling diamond puzzle game. 

 

Harri Myllyla, CEO, Star Arcade explained the new features of Star Diamonds 2.0 

by adding, “The new version of Star Diamonds enables gamers to challenge friends 

and even foes to dominate a majority of the 10x10 diamond grid. Gamers now have 

the option of creating buddy lists and also playing with random opponents from all 

over the world. Crispier graphics and smooth animation will make hours of gameplay 

feel like minutes. The new Star Lobby feature offers players with an historical score 

card dashboard for themselves and other gamers they are playing against 

encouraging more competitive gaming strategies.” 

 

“Star Arcade games are free to download for consumers on a global basis and we 

only charge for premium versions of the games. Star Arcade is focussed on creating 

the world’s largest multi player and platform gaming community. We have customers 

from over 180 countries and we want to blur the geographic and technical borders of 

social gaming.” Harri Myllyla concluded. 

 

Diamonds Capture 2.0 has being launched on the Android, iOS, Symbian, Maemo, 

Meego, and Bada platforms. Diamonds Capture 2.0 has been launched on the 

Android,  iOS, and Symbian platforms. The game is extremely addictive and works 

on the basis of turning three diamonds in a horizontal or vertical row. The first one to 

capture 45% of the grid area wins, however before any player reaches the 45% level, 

there are ample opportunities for opponents to recapture the grid via skilful gameplay.  

 

http://www.star-arcade.com/
http://www.star-arcade.com/


 
Star Arcade is a global mobile social gaming community delivering multiplatform 

games to consumers from fast emerging markets of India, South America, Far East 

and Africa. Star Arcade provides a social network, where anyone can join the 

community and just start playing, regardless of their device, operator or country. Star 

Arcade development hub is in Finland and has offices in the UK. For more 

information visit www.star-arcade.com . 
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